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Journals
“Journals are at the heart of academic publishing
and we are proud to support the international
social sciences community with our range of
prestigious, critical and engaging titles. The continued
development of Bristol University Press means we are
building a coherent and influential list of not-for-profit
journals with real world as well as academic impact.”
JULIA MORTIMER, JOURNALS DIRECTOR

Our journals programme continues to go from strength to strength, with the list
doubling over the past three years. We now publish 14 titles across the social
sciences, many of them interdisciplinary in focus. We are delighted Policy & Politics
had its highest ever Impact Factor of 3.069 in the 2020 Journal Citation Reports
and the Journal of Poverty and Social Justice is now indexed in SSCI with a first
Impact Factor of 0.952. The European Journal of Politics and Gender has just
been accepted into Scopus and that the Journal of Gender-Based Violence and
International Journal of Care and Caring are now included in the Emerging Sources
Citation Index.
We have plans to grow yet further and are very excited to announce that
Work in the Global Economy published in association with the International Labour
Process Conference and Justice, Power and Resistance will launch with us in 2021.
Other titles are in development and we are planning a number of Open Access
initiatives and Special Issues in response to COVID-19.
Ask your librarian to set up a free trial to any or all of our journals,
visit bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/subscribe for full details.
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Publish with us
Journals are at the heart of academic publishing and we
are proud to support the international social sciences
community with our range of prestigious, critical and
engaging titles.
As a not-for-profit publisher, we share many of the same
values as the organisations and individuals we work with
and we pride ourselves in our collaborative ethos and
commitment to quality.
Our journals respond to some of the most pressing global
social challenges that our societies face and, through
cutting-edge research, aim to effect positive social impact.
Many of our journals are interdisciplinary and aim to
encourage debate across academic boundaries. Our
expansive journals list covers a broad range of social
science disciplines, including Business and Management,
Economics and Society, Law, Sociology, Politics and
International Relations and Social Work.

If you think that your work aligns with our mission, find out
more about publishing your journal with us or browse our
Journals Author Toolkit to find out more about writing for
our journals.
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New to Policy Press

Justice, Power and Resistance
Volume 5 | 2021, 2 issues
Co-Editors: Jon Burnett, Swansea University, UK,
Ida Nafstad, Lund University, Sweden and Lisa White,
University of Lincoln, UK.
Consulting Editor: Vicky Canning, University of Bristol,
UK
We are pleased to announce an exciting addition to the Policy Press journals list
for 2021: Justice, Power and Resistance (JPR). JPR is the journal of the European
Group for the Study of Deviance and Social Control and is currently published
by EG Press. We are delighted to be relaunching the journal with a special
double issue: Pandemics, Policing and Protest.
Justice, Power and Resistance is an international, peer-reviewed journal promoting
critical analysis and connecting theory, politics and activism. Working towards
social justice, state accountability and decarceration, the journal is primarily a
vehicle to make accessible and advance challenging research and scholarship that
can be utilised to critically inform contemporary debates and policies.
More information will be available on our website shortly.

Online ISSN: 2635-2338
Frequency: September (double issue)
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New to Bristol University Press

Work in the Global Economy
Volume 1 | 2021, 2 issues
Published in association with the International Labour Process
Conference
Editors in Chief: Sian Moore, University of Greenwich, UK
and Kirsty Newsome, University of Sheffield, UK

Online ISSN: 2732-4176
Frequency: Two issues per annum
(May and October), with a double
launch issue publishing in October
2021

Associate Editors: Donna Baines, University of British
Columbia, Canada and Paul Brook, University of Leicester,
UK and Rachel Cohen, City University of London, UK
and Martin Krzywdzinski, WZB Berlin Social Science
Center, Germany.
Managing Editor: Abigail Marks, University of Stirling, UK
Consulting Editor: Paul Thompson, University of Stirling, UK.
Editorial Assistant and Social Media Editor: Safak
Tartanoglu-Bennett, University of Greenwich, UK

“Amid the resurgence of interest in work and labour around
the world, this new journal, with its impressive editorial team,
is a promising addition to the field.”
RUTH MILKMAN CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK GRADUATE CENTER, USA

Work in the Global Economy is an interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal that
promotes understanding of work, and connections to work, in all forms and
dimensions. This can mean a focus on labour processes, labour markets, labour
organising and labour reproduction.
The Editors welcome wide-ranging contributions that extend and deepen
connections between all aspects of the division of labour: from the production
networks that underpin the global economy, to the gendered and racial divides
that shape how work is allocated and organised.
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Longitudinal and Life Course Studies
Volume 12 | 2021, 4 issues
Impact Factor: 1.000

Executive Editor: Heather Joshi, Institute of Education,
University College London, UK
Section Editors: Janeen Baxter, Behavioural Sciences and
Development, University of Queensland, Australia, Scott
Montgomery, Health and Population Sciences, Örebro
University Hospital and Örebro University, Sweden, Peter
Elias, Social and Economic Sciences, University of Warwick,
UK and Marc Scott, Statistical Sciences and Methodology,
US.
Published in association with the Society for
Longitudinal and Life Course Studies.

“Longitudinal and Life Course Studies provides a muchneeded outlet for high quality interdisciplinary research on
the life course. No other journal offers life course researchers
as wide a range of disciplines, topics, and methods.”
MARY CLARE LENNON, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, USA

Longitudinal and Life Course Studies (LLCS) is a peer-reviewed journal dedicated
to the needs of researchers studying the life course and using longitudinal
methods at the interfaces of social, developmental and health sciences. It fosters
cross-disciplinary and international endeavours and promotes the creation and
exploitation of longitudinal data resources as well as their application to policy
issues.
As the journal of the Society for Longitudinal and Life Course Studies (SLLS)
it provides an opportunity for scholars at all stages of their careers to publish
work crossing disciplinary boundaries which is often beyond the scope of more
conventional, single-field journals.
Included in the Social Sciences Citation Index.

Online ISSN: 1757-9597
Frequency: January, April,
July and October
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Global Discourse:
An Interdisciplinary Journal
of Current Affairs
Volume 11 | 2021, 4 issues
Editor: Matthew Johnson, Lancaster University, UK
Deputy Editors: Shannon Brincat, University of the
Sunshine Coast, Australia and Simon Mabon, Lancaster
University, UK
North American Consultative Editor: Debra L. DeLaet, Drake
University, US
Online ISSN: 2043-7897
Frequency: February, May,
September and November

“Global Discourse provides a valuable platform for the
exploration and dissemination of the critical issues shaping
our times. It should be read by everybody seeking originality,
insight and reflection in exploring the key challenges faced
by society from the global to the local contexts.”
CATHAL O’CONNELL, SCHOOL OF APPLIED SOCIAL STUDIES, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
CORK, IRELAND

Global Discourse is an interdisciplinary, problem-oriented journal of applied
contemporary thought operating at the intersection of politics, international
relations, sociology and social policy. The Journal’s scope is broad, encouraging
interrogation of current affairs with regard to core questions of distributive
justice, wellbeing, cultural diversity, autonomy, sovereignty, security and
recognition.
All issues are themed and aimed at addressing pressing issues as they emerge.
Rejecting the notion that publication is the final stage in the research process,
Global Discourse seeks to foster discussion and debate between often artificially
isolated disciplines and paradigms, with responses to articles encouraged and
conversations continued across issues.
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Emotions and Society
Volume 3 | 2021, 2 issues
Editors-in-Chief: Mary Holmes, University of Edinburgh,
UK; Åsa Wettergren, Gothenburg University, Sweden
Co-Editor: Nathan Manning, University of
Adelaide, Australia
“A very valuable addition to sociology and the study of
society… edited by a highly qualified team it has already
attracted ground breaking articles on the various interactions
and relationships between emotions, individuals and their
societies.”
BENET DAVETIAN, UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, CANADA

Emotions and Society aims to publish high-quality, original peer-reviewed articles
which advance theoretical and empirical understanding of emotions in social
life. It is associated with the European Sociological Association (ESA) Research
Network on the Sociology of Emotions and seeks submissions from a wide
range of international authors writing in this area. The sociology of emotions
has developed unique perspectives on emotions that attend to their social
construction and the ways in which they are embedded in social structures and
inhere in social processes.
The Journal seeks to expand the largely unexhausted potential for developing
innovative approaches not only to emotions per se, but to the social generally.
All methodological approaches to studying emotions are welcome, but they
should demonstrate rigour and be framed in ways that will be of interest to
sociologically inclined scholars.

Print ISSN: 2631-6897
Online ISSN: 2631-6900
Frequency: May and November
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Journal of Psychosocial Studies
Volume 14 | 2021, 3 issues
Editors: Liz Frost, University of the West of England, UK and
David Jones, The Open University, UK
Consulting Editors: Lynn Chancer, Hunter College, City
University of New York, US, Stephen Frosh, Birkbeck,
University of London, UK, Paul Hoggett, University of
the West of England, UK, Neil McLaughlin, McMaster
University, Canada and Candida Yates, Bournemouth
University, UK
Online ISSN: 1478-6737
Frequency: March, July and October

Regional Editors: Matthew H. Bowker, Medaille College,
USA and Steffen Krueger, University of Oslo, Norway

Published in association with The Association for
Psychosocial Studies

“A much needed place to animate and inspire others in
the field of psychosocial research and writing – a plenum
of innovative ideas about clinical and critical theory,
contemporary hermeneutics, and social philosophy.”
CLAUDE BARBRE, CHICAGO SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, USA

The Journal of Psychosocial Studies publishes work that falls within the broad
transdisciplinary area of Psychosocial Studies, defined by a commitment to
understanding the significance of the links between internal and external worlds.
Psychosocial Studies draws on a range of disciplines to explore the interactive
relationships between self, culture and society.
As the adopted journal of The Association for Psychosocial Studies (APS) it
especially seeks to promote work that is interdisciplinary and considers issues of
practice. The Journal of Psychosocial Studies provides space for research and writing
that crosses the traditional boundaries between disciplines in the social sciences,
humanities and the arts.
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European Journal of Politics and Gender
Volume 4 | 2021, 3 issues
NOW INDEXED IN SCOPUS

Lead Editors: Jessica Fortin-Rittberger, University of
Salzburg, Austria, Khursheed Wadia, University of
Warwick, UK
Associate Editors: Phillip M. Ayoub, Occidental College,
US, Althea-Maria Rivas, SOAS, University of London,
UK, Emily St Denny, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark
Consulting Editors: Isabelle Engeli, University of Exeter,
UK, Liza Mügge, University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands

“Gender is everywhere in politics, but gender analysis is
not. This much needed international journal is led by an
outstanding group of gender scholars with a range of
political specialties and perspectives. This new journal will
soon be a must read!”
MYRA MARX FERREE, ALICE H. COOK, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, USA

The European Journal of Politics and Gender (EJPG) is a peer-reviewed journal that
publishes international, cutting-edge research in the broad field of politics and
gender. EJPG is endorsed by the Gender and Politics Standing Group of the
European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR).
EJPG is firmly embedded in global politics and gender scholarship, and its scope
is not limited to Europe. EJPG aims to advance gender and politics research in
all its diversity. To this end it publishes articles in the wide field of gender and
politics, including a variety of geographical and thematic foci, methods and
epistemological traditions.

Print ISSN: 2515-1088
Online ISSN: 2515-1096
Frequency: February, June
and September
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Journal of Public Finance and
Public Choice
Volume 36 | 2021, 2 issues
Founding Editor: Domenico da Empoli (1941-2016)
Editor in Chief: Emma Galli, Sapienza University of Rome,
Italy
Editor: Giampaolo Garzarelli, Sapienza University
of Rome, Italy, IPEG University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Print ISSN: 2515-6918
Online ISSN: 2515-6926
Frequency: April and October

Advisory Editor: Stefano da Empoli, Roma Tre University,
Italy
“New technology and dynamic editorial talent, mark both
the return of the Journal of Public Finance and Public Choice
and a significant milestone in the history of transoceanic
cooperation between scholars of Public Finance and Public
Choice.”
J.R. CLARK, THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA, USA

The Journal of Public Finance and Public Choice (JPFPC) was founded in 1983
by Professor Domenico da Empoli in the spirit of the Italian discipline of
Scienza delle finanze. According to this approach, economic analysis should
include individual motivations in non-market settings, political institutions, and
collective decision-making.
Relaunched in 2018 in partnership with Bristol University Press, JPFPC is
unique in the international landscape of public economics journals because it is
committed to explicitly advancing knowledge in both public finance and public
choice, reflecting an inclusive approach.
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Policy & Politics
Advancing knowledge in public and
social policy
Volume 49 | 2021, 4 issues
Impact Factor: 3.069

Editors: Oscar Berglund, University of Bristol, UK,
Claire A. Dunlop, University of Exeter, UK and
Chris Weible, University of Colorado, USA
Consulting Editor: Diane Stone, Central European
University, Hungary, University of Canberra, Australia and
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
“Brings into focus two subjects that should be studied
together. It provides a platform for informed, reflective and
rigorously evidenced research and does so in a way that
addresses issues that matter.”
GERRY STOKER, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON, UK AND UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA,
AUSTRALIA

Policy & Politics is a world-leading journal that is committed to advancing our
understanding of the dynamics of policy-making and implementation.
By exploring the interplay between political actors, governing institutions
and policy issues, the journal contributes to theories of the policy process. By
reflecting on the evolving context in which these interactions occur, it provides
critical insights that are timely and cutting-edge.
Now in the Journal Citation Report’s top 10 journals in Public Administration.

Print ISSN: 0305-5736
Online ISSN: 1470-8442
Frequency: January, April, July and
October
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Evidence & Policy
A journal of research, debate and
practice
Volume 17 | 2021, 4 issues
Impact Factor: 1.453

Founding Editors: Ken Young (1943-2019)
and Annette Boaz, Kingston University

Print ISSN: 1744-2648
Online ISSN: 1744-2656
Frequency: February, May, August and
November

Editors-in-Chief: Katherine Smith, University of
Strathclyde, UK, Paul Cairney, University of Stirling, UK
and Mark Pearson, Hull York Medical School, UK
“Evidence-based policy is the watchword today in many
countries and with many international organizations. This
journal is the place to explore its many meanings, how it is
operationalized and how it works. A journal worth reading!”
PROFESSOR TOM COOK, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, USA

Evidence & Policy is the first peer-reviewed journal dedicated to comprehensive
and critical assessment of the relationship between researchers and the evidence
they produce and the concerns of policy makers and practitioners.
International in scope and interdisciplinary in focus, it addresses the needs of
those who develop public policies, provide public services, provide the research
base for evaluation and development across a wide range of social and public
policy issues and those who are working to connect the two, such as knowledge
brokers.
It provides cutting-edge research related to criminal justice, employment
and welfare, education, environmental protection, finance, health, housing,
international development, social care, and transport.
As well as more traditional research articles, the journal includes contemporary
debate pieces and articles from practice and book reviews.
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Journal of Poverty and Social Justice
Volume 29 | 2021, 3 issues
Impact Factor: 0.952

Editors: Rod Hick, Cardiff University, UK, Gill Main,
University of Leeds, UK
“The Journal of Poverty and Social Justice is clearly one of the
best in the field, as I learned in preparing for my visit to the
UK as UN Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human
rights.”
PHILIP ALSTON FORMER UN SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR ON EXTREME POVERTY AND HUMAN
RIGHTS, NYU LAW SCHOOL, USA

Print ISSN: 1759-8273
Online ISSN: 1759-8281
Frequency: February, June and October

Journal of Poverty and Social Justice provides an internationally unique forum for
leading research on the themes of poverty and social justice.
Focusing on poverty and social exclusion, the journal explores links with social
security (including pensions and tax credits), employment, area regeneration,
housing, health, education and criminal justice, ethnicity, gender, disability and
other social inequalities as they relate to social justice.
The Journal encompasses an original and exciting mix of scholarly research
articles and lively policy and practice-oriented discussions of topical questions.
Interdisciplinary and international in scope, the journal is essential reading for
academics, students, policy-makers and practitioners interested in poverty, social
security, welfare and justice.
The Journal of Poverty and Social Justice welcomes submissions from those working
in these areas across the globe. All research articles are peer-reviewed.
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Critical and Radical Social Work
Volume 29 | 2021, 3 issues
Editor in Chief: Michael Lavalette, Liverpool Hope
University, UK
Deputy Editors: Dimitra-Dora Teloni, University of West
Attica, Greece, Charlotte Williams, Bangor University,
UK
Critical and Radical Social Work: An international journal is an exciting journal that
promotes debate and scholarship around a range of engaged social work themes.

Print ISSN: 2049-8608
Online ISSN: 2049-8675
Frequency: March, August and
November

The journal publishes papers which seek to analyse and respond to the latest
issues in the field, such as the impact of global neo-liberalism on social welfare,
austerity and social work, social work and social movements and the ways that
social work intersects with inequality and oppression.
It welcomes contributions that consider and question themes relating to the
definition of social work and social work professionalism, that look at ways in
which organic and ‘indigenous’ practice can expand concepts of the social work
project and that consider alternative and radical histories of social work activity.
As a truly international journal it actively encourages contributions from
academics, scholars and practitioners from across the global village.
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Voluntary Sector Review
An international journal of third sector
research, policy and practice
Volume 12 | 2021, 3 issues
SCOPUS CITESCORE 1.1

Editors: Daiga Kamerāde, University of Salford, UK,
Carl Milofsky, Bucknell University, US and James Rees,
University of Wolverhampton, UK
“Voluntary Sector Review publishes outstanding research
for academic, policy, and practice audiences. I especially
appreciate VSR’s efforts to publish work from a variety of
research paradigms and perspectives.”
ANGELA M. EIKENBERRY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA, USA

Voluntary Sector Review is published by Policy Press in association with the
Voluntary Sector Studies Network (VSSN). It publishes accessible, high-quality
peer-reviewed papers on all aspects of the voluntary, community, civil society
and third sectors.
A unique feature of the Voluntary Sector Review is the combination of papers
aimed at academic, policy and practice audiences. This is designed to ensure
that the results of the latest academic research are made available to the widest
possible audience and are grounded in a close engagement with both policy and
practical issues.
The Voluntary Sector Review is an explicitly interdisciplinary and international
journal - the first to be European based. We welcome contributions from
authors from all disciplines and all countries. We are interested in all aspects of
voluntary, community, civil society and third-sector activity.

Print ISSN: 2040-8056
Online ISSN: 2040-8064
Frequency: March, July and November
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Families, Relationships and Societies
An international journal of research and
debate
Impact Factor: 0.672

Volume 10 | 2021, 3 issues
Editor in Chief: Esther Dermott, University of Bristol, UK
Co-Editors: Manik Deepak-Gopinath, The Open
University, UK, Priscilla Dunk-West, Flinders University,
Australia, Sara Eldén, Lund Univeristy, Sweden, Elena
Moore, University of Cape Town, South Africa
Print ISSN: 2046-7435
Online ISSN: 2046-7443
Frequency: March, July and November

Editor at Large: Lynn Jamieson, University of Edinburgh
“This timely journal will provide an essential locus for work on
contemporary family relationships. At last there is the space
to create a critical mass of work in this important field.”
CAROL SMART, UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER, UK

Families, Relationships and Societies (FRS) is a vibrant social science journal
advancing scholarship and debates in the field of families and relationships. It
explores family life, relationships and generational issues across the life course.
Bringing together a range of social science perspectives, with a strong policy
and practice focus, it is also strongly informed by sociological theory and the
latest methodological approaches. The title ‘Families, Relationships and Societies’
encompasses the fluidity, complexity and diversity of contemporary social and
personal relationships and their need to be understood in the context of different
societies and cultures.
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International Journal of Care and Caring
Volume 5 | 2021, 4 issues
Editor in Chief: Sue Yeandle, University of Sheffield, UK
Editors: Michael Fine, Macquarie University, Australia
and Yueh-Ching Chou, National Yang-Ming University,
Taiwan
Consulting Editor: Joan Tronto, University of Minnesota,
USA
International Journal of Care and Caring inspires me to study
topical issues of care and caring from international and
multidisciplinary perspectives.”

MAI YAMAGUCHI, JAPAN LUTHERAN COLLEGE, JAPAN

The International Journal of Care and Caring (IJCC) is a new multidisciplinary
journal designed to advance scholarship and debate in the important and
expanding field of care and caring.
Multidisciplinary and international in scope, it publishes high quality
contributions on care, caring and carers from all regions of the world. IJCC has
a broad focus, covering care and caring for people of any age who have longterm conditions, disabilities or frailties, or who are seriously ill or near the end
of life. It explores the economic, organisational, political, social, legal, familial,
transnational and ethical settings in which this care occurs.

Print ISSN: 2397-8821
Online ISSN: 2397-883X
Frequency: February, May, August and
November
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Journal of Gender-Based Violence
Volume 5 | 2021, 3 issues
NOW INDEXED IN SCOPUS

Editor in Chief: Marianne Hester, University of Bristol, UK
Editors: Nadia Aghtaie, Geetanjali Gangoli, Natasha
Mulvihill, William Turner and Emma Williamson,
University of Bristol, UK

Print ISSN: 2398-6808
Online ISSN: 2398-6816
Frequency: February, June and October

The multidisciplinary approach of the Journal will provide a
scholarly illumination not only of the complexity of the issue,
but also offers a place for transforming knowledge into
innovative responses.”
PATRICK O’LEARY, GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY, AUSTRALIA

The Journal of Gender-Based Violence (JGBV), is the first international journal
based in Europe to show case the work of scholars across disciplinary and topic
boundaries, and from a range of methodologies.
The journal acknowledges both the breadth of gender-based violence (GBV)
and its links to gendered inequalities.
It aims to continue to document the voices and experiences of victims and
survivors of GBV, to publish work regarding those who perpetrate GBV and of
the varied and complex social structures, inequalities and gender norms through
which GBV is produced and sustained.
The journal recognises the intersection of gender with other identities and
power relations, such as ethnicity, nationality, sexuality, faith, disability and
economic status.
The Journal of Gender-Based Violence is published by Policy Press on behalf of the
Centre for Gender and Violence Research at the University of Bristol.
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Journal Collections
Bristol University Press, and its imprint Policy Press, now offer five collection options, giving libraries
the opportunity to gain the latest research and information in the field and save money at the
same time. Subscribing to a collection gives institutions considerable savings on list prices.

Bristol University Press/Policy Press
Full Collection

Policy Press Package
10% savings on list prices

30% saving on list prices
•
•

Critical and Radical Social Work

•

European Journal of Politics and Gender

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Emotions and Society
Evidence & Policy

Evidence & Policy
Policy & Politics

(2000 - present)

Also available as a Premium

Families Relationships and Societies

Collection.

International Journal of Care and Caring

Mix and match five
journals

Global Discourse (new to BUP in 2019)
Journal of Gender-Based Violence

Journal of Poverty and Social Justice
(2002 - present)

Journal of Psychosocial Studies
(new to PP in 2019)

Journal of Public Finance and Public Choice

Justice, Power and Resistance (new to PP in 2021)
Longitudinal and Life Course Studies
Policy & Politics (2000 - present)
Voluntary Sector Review

Work in the Global Economy (new to BUP in 2021)

20% savings on list prices
Choose any five Bristol

University Press or Policy Press
journals and receive:
•
•

20% discount on list prices

20% off APCs for all faculty

at the subscribing institution

20% off journal open access APCs for all faculty at
the subscribing institution

10% off book open access APCs for all faculty at the
subscribing institution

Upgrade to our Premium Collection to get access

to the complete back catalogue of Policy & Politics
(1972 - present).

For more information visit

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/

journals/subscribe/collections

How to subscribe to our Journals
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For full details of our subscription rates and how to subscribe visit
bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/subscribe or order directly with:
Turpin Distribution Ltd, Pegasus Drive,
Stratton Business Park,
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire
SG18 8TQ
t. +44 (0)1767 604951 e. custserv@turpin-distribution.com w. ebiz.turpin-distribution.com

Recommend to your library
Recommend our journals to your librarian via your library rep or you can use the email link on
our website for each journal you would like to access.

Free trials
Free online trials and sample issues are available. For further information visit the journal pages
bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals

Open Access options
We are delighted to have published our first Gold Open Access monographs which are now
available in EPDF version via OAPEN and JSTOR.

Archives
Gain perpetual access to historic issues of two of our prestigious journals for a one-time fee.
Policy & Politics Archive

Journal of Public Finance and Public

1972-2018

1973-2014

•

Over 180 issues from over 45 volumes

•

Available digitally for the first time

•

Over 1000 articles

•

70 issues from 32 volumes
Over 450 articles written by
international experts, including 4 Nobel
Laureates

Choice Archive - New product

Prices available upon application. Please contact Simon Bell, Institutional Key Account Manager,
at simon.bell@bristol.ac.uk for more information.
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Open Access options
We offer a range of Green and Gold Open Access options for our journals and books, learn

more about our Open Access policies on our website: bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/
open-access

Article Processing Charges for Gold Open Access
Authors can make their articles freely available to read under a variety of CC-BY license upon
payment of an Article Processing Charge (APC).

Criteria

Article Processing Charge Discount

Standard APC

£1500

0%

Author from institution subscribing to a BUP/PP

£1200

20%

Author from a Policy Press Journal Editorial Board

£1200

20%

First author from country in Medium Human

£750

50%

First author from country in Low Human

£0

100%

collection or package

Development category of UN HDI

Development category of UN HDI

*Prices exclude VAT

We are happy to discuss other Open Access arrangements. Please get in touch with us by
emailing Simon Bell, Institutional Key Account Manager, at simon.bell@bristol.ac.uk.

We are proud to be a part of the Knowledge Unlatched collections which are funded by
libraries.
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Digital Book Collections
Policy Press Scholarship Online
“What a wonderful resource! Nice layout and ready access to chapters
and descriptions. So many tempting books to purchase or access via
library subscription.”

ROS BURNETT, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD

Policy Press Scholarship Online (PPSO) is our digital monograph collection,
in partnership with Oxford University Press. The collection provides access

to over 600 scholarly titles in a variety of subject areas, including Sociology,

Law, Criminology, Business and Management, Politics and International Relations, Social Work,
Public Health and Epidemiology. This collection of high-quality academic monographs is an
essential research resource for students and academics alike.

PPSO streamlines the research process by making disparately published scholarship easily

accessible, highly discoverable, and fully cross-searchable via one online platform. PPSO greatly
enhances the ability for Policy Press’ scholarly publishing to be found and used by academics
globally.

Benefits for academics, researchers and libraries:
•

Filter results to view your subject specialisations

•

Quickly build bibliographies with automatic export citations

•
•
•
•

Save time with at-a-glance keywords and abstracts

Save links to favourite books, chapters and searches
Use and share content in multiple formats
Readability, functional, and ease-of-use.

To view the full collection please visit policypress.universitypressscholarship.com

Ebooks from library aggregators
Our ebooks are also available from a range of library aggregators, including
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Contact us
Bristol University Press | Policy Press

Journals Director

1–9 Old Park Hill,

Julia Mortimer

Bristol BS2 8BB, UK

E: julia.mortimer@bristol.ac.uk

T: +44 (0) 117 954 5940
E: bup-info@bristol.ac.uk

Institutional Key Account Manager
Simon Bell
E: simon.bell@bristol.ac.uk

Find us on:
@BrisUniPress | @policypress
facebook.com/BristolUniversityPress
Bristol University Press and Policy Press

